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MEET THE ARTIST
Through a series of intensive workshops and masterclasses, MEET THE ARTIST introduces
the participants to the work of acclaimed international artists from Turkey, Lebanon, Syria,
and Palestine. All workshops will be held in ENGLISH and will take place at the Main Hall of
Serafio City of Athens (entrance from Echelidon 19 street).
Applications are accessible here till October 14.
https://documentarytheatre.com/meet-the-artist-2022/
This year’s workshops and respective artists are:
Mohammad Al Attar - “Creating theatre on the boundaries between documentation and
fiction”
Date & time: 24 October, 12.00-15.30
“After the outbreak of the revolution in Syria in March 2011, I wanted to continue my focus
on documentary theatre. In fact, I became more obsessed with it; but I was not exactly
interested in a literal transfer of the facts, but rather in the reshaping of some of those
facts, as they occurred, into a theatrical form. The basic point was to present these facts to
the spectators and hold them responsible for what they choose to do with them. Today, I
realize that this approach was my response to a growing feeling that people outside Syria
did not know what was going on inside it. I felt that theatre (and art in general) can communicate things differently from the press, the news, or think tank reports. I tend to believe
that theatre creates a unique relationship with the audience. Watching a live performance
is an experience that leaves long-lasting impressions and memories. Gradually, however, I
abandoned my preoccupation with pure documentary formats and started to merge documentation with fiction. But then came a paradox: whenever I used my imagination to craft
a story about Syria, I discovered that the fictional dimensions seemed more realistic than
reality itself. This inevitably led to an essential question: How do we make theatre in times
of great upheavals? And what are the boundaries between documentation and fiction in a
similar context? I will try to address these issues by sharing with the audience my personal
journey of making theatre in the last decade”.
Mohammad Al Attar (Syria) is a playwright & dramaturge born in Damascus. He obtained
a degree in English Literature, followed by a degree in Theatre Studies from the Higher
Institute of Dramatic Arts, Damascus. Mohammad completed his studies with a Master’s
degree in Applied Theatre at London’s Goldsmiths University. His plays (‘Withdrawal’,
‘Online’,’ Look at the street...this is what hope looks like’, ‘Could You Please Look into the
Camera?’ ‘While I was waiting’ and more) were staged at various international festivals and
venues around the world. For most of his plays, he joined forces with the Syrian director
Omar Abusaada. Their performances take place on the boundary between fiction and documentation. Together, they completed their theatrical trilogy of adapting Greek tragedies
dedicated to the lives of women seeking refuge from war. Following ‘The Trojan Women’
(2013) in Jordan, and ‘Antigone’ (2014) in Lebanon, ‘Iphigenia’ was staged at Volksbühne,
Berlin in September 2017. In Berlin, Al Attar has also premiered ‘Aleppo, a Portrait of
Absence’ at HKW. His play ‘The Factory’, a co-production of Ruhrtriennale Festival and
Volksbühne, premiered in August 2018. His recent play ‘Damascus 2045’ was produced by
Theater Powzechny in Warsaw and Theater Freiburg in Germany.

Hashem Adnan – “How Can This Show End?”
Date & time: 24 October, 16.00-19.00
“We no longer exist. Our stories died. Our only option left is to desperately try to recreate our life. Recreate the common, the collective, the individual, and the ways of being.
The only way I am able to imagine this idea taking shape is through theatre. Reality is
too real to bear.
How can we contribute to a critical, collective critical imagery? Would this imagery play
a part in shaping our present and near future? I am referring to critical, collective imagery that does not cage itself inside a story. When a story is present and the process of
recreating this story is missing, this story becomes a cage. How distant are we from our
stories? From our realities? Can we still just tell our stories? Or should we take part in
reshaping the whole reality within which our stories are told? This workshop will try to
explore ways of re-creating reality through a cooperative and collective way of living”.
Hashem Adnan (Lebanon) is a director, playwright, and actor based in Beirut. He
received his BA in Acting and Directing from the Lebanese University in 2006. He
played the madman in his graduation project, and this madman lives inside him ever
since. Hashem is particularly interested in the political behind every breath, bite, text,
or event. He practices performance as a space of re-creation of reality and is interested
in art practices that operate outside of the neoliberal realm. His work combines collective and solo projects, theatre plays, performance interventions, and short films. In his
quest for meaning and meaning-making, he uses different tools and mediums including
video, poetry, voice, and Facebook posts. From 2009 to 2018, as a member of Zoukak
Theater Company, he has taken part in over 15 performances (among which ‘The Marechal of Abadiyeh’, ‘Perform-autopsy’, and ‘Heavens’), alternating roles between performer, writer, and director. These theatre pieces have been staged in different venues
across Lebanon and internationally, including the ITFOK (India), the International Ibsen
Conference (Norway), and the Biennale Archipelago Mediterraneo (Italy). His solo
works include ‘The Story of the Man Who Inhabited His Shadow’ (2018) and ‘Collete
Never Showed Up’, as well as the site-specific performances ‘The Voicer’ (2017) and
‘Erase This Face Off You’ (2008), which use the public space to experiment with new
forms of performance with voice, sound, and video. His favorite performance space,
though, is a demonstration where he can chant, observe, negotiate and clash.
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Iman Aoun & Edward Muallem – “From the personal to the public”
Date & time: 25 October, 11.00-15.00
The actor, director, and drama trainer Edward Muallem, and the award-winning actress and
director Iman Aoun, co-founders of the emblematic ASHTAR Theatre in 1991 in Jerusalem,
present for the first time in Greece an intensive workshop that invites participants to
discover paths of self-expression and active interaction on stage. During the workshop,
participants will be exposed to a number of emotional and physical warm-up theatre exercises. Those team-building theatre games aim to create a space of mutual trust and support that will encourage each member of the group to share personal stories of oppression
for the first time in front of others, and then collectively work in order to transform those
stories into interactive theatrical scenes meant to be presented to an audience. The workshop draws from the Theatre of the Oppressed tradition – an interactive theatre form
developed by the Brazilian theatre practitioner and director Augusto Boal – utilizing, in
particular, Image Theatre and Forum Theatre techniques.
All participants are requested to wear comfortable clothes.
Edward Muallem (Palestine) is an actor, director, and drama trainer (BA in Theatre Studies).
In 1977, he was one of the founders of the world-renowned El-Hakawati Theatre company
in Jerusalem. In 1991, he co-founded ASHTAR Theatre with Iman Aoun in Jerusalem, where
he is currently the General Director. Edward is an internationally recognized theatre trainer
specializing in Theatre of the Oppressed and Forum Theatre techniques. Since 1994, he
leads drama workshops with children and youth at a local, regional and international level.
Edward has also served as the Artistic Director of the International Theatre of Oppressed
Festival (2007-2015), which was organized by the ASHTAR Theatre in Palestine.
Iman Aoun (Palestine) is an award-winning actress, director, dramaturge, and theatre trainer with an extensive record on stage, on screen, and behind the scenes. She was a member
of El-Hakawati theatre in the 80s, and in 1991, she co-founded ASHTAR Theatre, where she
has been instrumental in directing and devising several productions for the company,
among which Richard II toured to Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre (2012). Iman is also the initiator of the projects ‘100 artists for Palestine’ (2003), ‘The Gaza Mono-Logues’ (2010), and
‘The Syrian Monologues’ based on the stories of Syrian refugees (2015-2016). Between
2014-2016, she coordinated the ‘One Billion Rising’ in Palestine, a global call to end violence against women and girls. Iman is a board member of the Palestinian Performing Arts
Network and other Palestinian art organizations.
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Yeşim Özsoy – “Between the Subconscious, the Past, and Reality”
Date & time: 25 October, 17.30-20.30
"As a substitute for the absent being, an enclosure of the evil genius of death, the historical
text plays a performative role."
Michel de Certeau, The Writing of History
In this workshop, the playwright and director Yeşim Özsoy will encourage the participants
to look into their ‘own reality’ and explore unpredicted ways to transform it into creative raw
material. As every personal story entails the concepts of performativity and subjectivity, the
workshop will focus on mingling these lines between the subconscious & creativity and the
consciousness & reality. In this direction, Yeşim will share her creative process as the writer/director of the semi-autobiographical play ‘House of Hundred’ (the play will be screened
after the workshop, in the STAGE ON SCREEN session). The workshop concludes with a
writing exercise involving the subconscious and our own past and darkness, during which
the participants will pick up stories and work on their transformation into an idea for a theatre play.
Yeşim Özsoy (Turkey) is an awarded playwright, director, performer, and founder of the
independent theatre and performance space GalataPerform in Istanbul. Her plays, among
which ‘Stain’ (2013), ‘Love and Fascism’ (2014-2015), ‘Old Child’ (2017), ‘House of Hundred’
(2019), and ‘Deserted Shores/Negative Photographs’ (2021), often draw from real stories and
(auto)biographical material that creatively blends with fictional elements. Her works have
been translated into English, French, German, Catalan, Russian and Italian, and presented in
various festivals nationally and internationally (Teatre Lliure, Maxim Gorki Theatre, Wiesbaden Staatstheater, Istanbul International Theater Festival e.t.c). In 2006, Yeşim initiated the
New Text Project – an innovative platform for the development of new stage writing and
contemporary dramaturgies through the organization of playwriting workshops, as well as
the translation and staging of plays of foreign contemporary playwrights into Turkish. Up to
now, more than 30 playwrights from various countries such as Spain, Portugal, Romania, Iran,
Greece, Scotland, Russia, France, and Poland have been hosted as part of the New Text Project.
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STAGE ON SCREEN
The STAGE ON SCREEN series of documentary theatre performances continues this year
with foreign theatre plays introduced to the Greek public for the first time. All works will
be screened with English subtitles. Each screening will be followed by a discussion (Q&A)
between the audience and the artists, opening up a fertile dialogue around documentary
theatre-making in the Mediterranean (MENA) region, the works produced, as well as the
challenges and the cultural contexts of their creation. The entrance to each screening is
free. The 4 screened plays are:
24 October, 20.00
‘The Black Hole’ (2021, 58’) by Hashem Adnan
- The case of 200.000 invisible workers ‘The Black Hole’ by Hashem Adnan is a theatre argumentation that summons the kafala*
system in Lebanon and its main players in front of an audience that is probably complicit
in denying more than 200 thousand migrant working women their chance of justice.
“We will tell you about a system that forbids injustices to be visible, and systemically
deports possibilities of justice. We will tell you about a family that finds comfort at the
hands of a low-waged woman, yet laments that “we are all the same”. We will tell you
about a citizen who protests for her rights, yet “owns” a human being at her home. We will
tell you about a letter a woman wrote to a domestic worker, who committed suicide due
to her abuse. And finally, we will tell you about a black hole in a desolate space. How can
such a show end?”
*Over 200.000 female migrant domestic workers in Lebanon are trapped in a web woven by the kafala
system, which ties the legal residency of the worker to the contractual relationship with the employer.
Kafala is an inherently abusive migration sponsorship system, which increases their risk of suffering
exploitation, forced labor, and trafficking. If this employment relationship ends, even in cases of abuse, the
worker loses regular migration status and risks detention and deportation. Moreover, the worker cannot
change their employer without the latter’s permission. This allows the employer to coerce the worker to
accept exploitative working conditions.

25 October, 15.30
‘The Gaza Mono-Logues’ (2010/2020, 42’) by Iman Aoun
‘The Gaza Mono-Logues’ is a documentary theatre performance based on the
personal stories of a group of children from Gaza. The project is a loud scream in
the corners of the world that presents itself theatrically. Thirty-three male and
female teenagers were trained for a whole year to believe that they have a new
voice other than the screams of fear, the moans of frustration, and the agony of
despair. A voice that can rise higher than the drone of warplanes that bombarded
them day and night, to say: “Enough!!! We deserve a world better than this, a
world without wars or siege, and definitely without occupation.”
On the 17th of October 2010, more than 60 theatre companies in 36 countries
around the globe performed simultaneously “The Gaza Mono-Logues” in 18
languages on their national stages, with a participation of over 1500 young
people.
“I designed the project for youth to youth… for the youth of today are the leaders
of tomorrow, or perhaps its soldiers! So which future are we looking for? And if
the youth do not own their present, how would they affect their future?” mentions
Iman Aoun, initiator of the project.
The screening consists of two documentaries: the first part (2010, 22’) by Kahlil
Almuzaian takes us behind the scenes of ‘The Gaza Mono-Logues’; on how the
project came to be, introducing us to its goals, team, and participants. The
second documentary (2020, 20’) follows the trajectories of the Palestinian youth
who originally participated in the Gaza Mono-Logues, ten years later.
25 October, 21.00
‘House of Hundred’ (2018, 68’) by Yeşim Özsoy
Yeşim Özsoy’s recent play ‘House of Hundred’ by the Istanbul theatre company
Galata Perform is an intriguing-sounding installation that combines video, live
looping, traditional Turkish music, and sound effects to evoke the transition of an
Istanbul mansion from the Ottoman era to the present day. Based on the family
history of the artist, Yeşim Özsoy unfolds a 100 years old story that dates back to
her grandmother. A Persian rug, an old vase from the Palace, an amulet holding a
secret, a dragon, Crimean Cows, and a gramophone speak through this narrative
which is accompanied by video and music.
The play premiered at Maxim Gorki Theatre in Berlin as part of the multinational
coproduction HAUNTED HOUSES on the concept of nation, developed for the
‘War or Peace: Crossroads of History’ 1918-2018 Festival. In Istanbul, the play premiered at the Istanbul International Festival on November 2018, and continues its
successful performances in Istanbul, Izmir, and abroad. Composer, musician, and
producer Kıvanç Sarıkuş accompanies the stories with his music. Documentary
film and videos of the play are designed by the film director and photographer
Melisa Önel.
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26 October, 19.30
‘Antigone’ (2014, 70’) by Mohammad Al Attar & Omar Abusaada
‘Antigone’ – a play based on the experiences of Syrian refugee women – is the
second play of the contemporary adaptation of the Greek Trilogy by the playwright Mohammad Al Attar and the director Omar Abusaada, after the staging of
'The Trojan Women’ in Jordan (2013), and before the staging of ‘Iphigenia’ in
Berlin 2017. The trilogy ‘invites’ non-professional actresses to an indirect conversation with the Greek Tragedies in an attempt to reflect on the contemporary Syrian
tragedy from the perspective of Syrian women who had to endure the heaviest
price during the time of revolution, war and great exodus. In each play, a different
group of women who were forced to flee their homeland, engage with the Greek
tragedy to find a way to speak about their experiences, struggle, and aspiration.
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SYMPOSIUM
26 October

Over 19,000 viewers watched the Symposium of the first MEETING EVENT in
2020 via online streaming, due to Covid-19 restrictions. This year, the Symposium opens to the public and welcomes the audience to a discussion that focuses on the dramaturgies of the MENA region. It unfolds as follows:
15.00-16.00: Networking Lounge
Greek and foreign artists will gather for a welcome coffee and informal talks in
the Lobby of the Main Hall of Serafio City of Athens. The audience is warmly
invited to attend and mingle.
16.00-16.45: Keynote Speech
Adel Abdel Wahab (Egypt)
“Political theatre on the Mediterranean stages after the 2011 ‘wave’”
“If I should define what happened in the Mediterranean and MENA region in the
aftermath of the Arab Spring, I would refer to all these events, movements, revolutions, civil wars, and displacements as ‘the wave’. It is not a tsunami because
the old concepts and structures still exist; it is rather a wave that repeats itself
with different intensity and forces each time”.
The SYMPOSIUM kicks off with a keynote speech by Adel Abdel Wahab (Egypt),
theatre director, founder, and Artistic Director of Hewar Independent Theatre
Company and ‘Theatre is a Must’ Festival in Alexandria. Adel will focus on reality-based performances (works that draw on documents, testimonies, archival
material, and conceptual movements) to highlight how the political struggles
lead to new dramaturgical and representational approaches that shape a new
theatre wave in the region, in the aftermath of the revolution.
17.00-18.30: Round Table
“Mediterranean Dramaturgies, Sociopolitical Challenges & Cultural Settings”
Speakers: Hashem Adnan, Mohammad Al Attar, Yeşim Özsoy, Edward Muallem
18.30-19.00: Q&A
*MEETING EVENT 2022 wraps at 19.30 with the screening of ‘Antigone’ (2014,
70’) by Mohammad Al Attar & Omar Abusaada.
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